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This books sucks. I'm a casual Kardashian fan. Khloe's body is clearly amazing so I was hoping to
learn something. All I have learned is that zero professionals were included in this process. It's so. .
. childlike. It's just her rambling on about how much she loves the gym. There is zero organization.
There is zero practical advice. For example, on one page titled "motivation": she says you have to
want it and decide to want it. And then lists her favorite exercises. Which she has already mentioned
like 8 times. There are random photos sprinkled throughout the book with no captions or reason.
Like ok here is a random photo of Kylie.

I won't be able to finish this stupid book. It repeats its self over and over about why she works out.
There is no new information in this book unless you want to know how often she works out. I really
want my money back.

Don't waste your money. Nothing new is disclosed that she hasn't already said on the show or in a
magazine interview.

I thought this book would be very different. Khloe has a story to tell. This is NOT it. Every topic she
spouts advice on is so shallow. She did not dig deep enough on any topic to have any depth and
therefore no impact. I'm honestly not sure who this book is targeted to. Khloe, I know you can do
better.

What a load of drivel. Don't waste your money and don't drink the Kartrashian Kool Aid.

Ironically, Khloe may really have a story to tell. Think about it: the making of a dynasty family, a
famous Dad, a famous step-Dad, a unique Mom-ager, a sister who propels the whole family to fame
with an x rated video tape, an ex who overdoses in a brothel, a brother with some serious issues,
what it was like to be the 'every girl' Kardashian amidst the plastic surgery glamour and how she
finally gave in to it...too bad she didn't decide to talk about THAT stuff in a real way. This book might
have been interesting if she did. Of course, then she'd be straying from the innocuous, superficial,
plastic, mindless 'brand' the family protects and promotes. All told: It reads like an extended
Cosmopolitan article.1/5/16 update: I went to donate this book to Goodwill and the friend who gave
it to me asked if I was going to remove the jacket first, because she thought I had forgotten that it
opened up to a poster of Khloe...I burst out laughing! I repeat: who exactly is this book FOR? Do
women/girls who want exercise tips also want a foldout poster of Khloe? That sounds more like
something a teen girl would give her boyfriend to look at, and to keep him 'busy', while she read the
book. Just how much more full of oneself can a person be??????? Just hilarious!

Not great.. If your interested in hearing about her workouts, then you may like it

They call this a book? I've read better Cat-in-the-Hat's. I also wonder why Khloe didn't go into hiding
after writing this book.
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